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Abstract:  Salt hydrates are latent storage materials with exterior properties like energy storage density,
availability,  and  cost  efficiency. However,  many  of  them  have  handicaps,  not  overcome  yet,  like
irreversibility, corrosion, and overcooling. In this work, it is aimed to produce polymer-based salt hydrates
for the first time. For this reason, some selected polymers (polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), poly(ethylene-co-acrylic
acid)  (PEAA)  and polystyrene  (PS)  have  been  functionalized  through chemical  processes  to  impart  salt
clusters in the matrix consisting of some water together. For sulfonation and sodium neutralization, known
procedures at molecular basis have been used, as for the characterization,  FTIR was exploited. Thermal
energy storage properties like phase change temperature, enthalpies, specific heat values, phase change
reversibility,  and  total  enthalpy  have  been  determined  using  differential  scanning  calorimetry (DSC)
technique.  Furthermore,  surface characteristics  through contact  angle  measurements are considered as
remarkable to monitor the change in the nature (hydrophobicity) of the polymeric system. 
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INTRODUCTION

Thermal energy storage (TES) materials are widely
interested due to enormous potential declared in the
literature.  TES  is  performed  by  holding  thermal
energy for later utilization. It is well known as the
most  yielding way  of  energy  storage.  Also  it  has
become  an  advanced  storage  technology  for
sophisticated  applications  in  thermal  comfort  and
sensory property of textiles, protecting electronics,
cooling  power  systems,  residual  heat  recovery  in
factories,  etc.  It  is  very  effective  on reducing  the
mismatch of the sources and needs (1-4). 

Thermal  energy  is  stored  and  retrieved  both  as
sensible  and  latent  heats  in  physically  changing
systems. Specific heat capacity of  materials is the
case  point  for  sensible  storage.  The  temperature
change determines charging or discharging in other
words  uptake  or  release  of  energy.  Latent  heat
storage system is based on heat uptake or release
during phase changing.  The system stores energy
isothermally  because  temperature  is  constant

during  phase  change.  Thermo-chemical  energy
storage  reveals  by  breaking  and  reforming  of
molecular  bonds  in  reversible  chemical  reaction.
Heat of reaction determines the storage and release
capacity (5-8).

Phase change  materials  (PCMs)  are  distributed
mainly  into  two groups:  organics  e.g.  paraffin  or
inorganic e.g. ice or salt hydrates like sodium sulfate
decahydrate  (Glauber  salt,  Na2SO4.10H2O)  and
calcium chloride hexahydrate (CaCl2.6H2O). Some of
hydrated  salts  as  PCMs  have  enormously  large
latent heat storage density (∼300 kJ/m3), low cost,
and  easy  availability.  But  they  are  generally
problematic due to their well known drawbacks like
phase  separation  (9),  sub-cooling  (10,11),  and
corrosion (12,13). 

For instance, Na2SO4.10H2O, may turn to a mixture
of  Na2SO4.3H2O  particles  and  Na2SO4 aqueous
solution during heating/cooling cycles by the time.
Melting point of CaCl2.6H2O, is  at around 28 °C, but
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it may not crystallize even at  ∼0 °C if there is no
nucleating agent in the system (14).

Energy  storage  capacities  of  hydrated  salts  are
generally  large.  Na2SO4.10H2O  is  used  as  a  PCM
because it has huge storage potential due to its high
hydration  number  leading  to  considerable
crystallization  energy  (254  J/g)  (15),  high  thermal
conductivity and low cost compared to most PCMs
like  paraffins.  Biswas  (1977)  and  Marks  (1980)
investigated  the  content  of  water  during
crystallization of Glauber’s salt (16,17). Their works
showed that  Glauber’s  salt  could store 1.79 times
latent energy of water.
 
Polymeric  salt  hydrates  declared  here  is  a  new
definition for TES materials. It means hydrated salts
in a polymer backbone to form ionic crystals.  The
level  of  functionalization  and  neutralization  in
polymeric  salt  hydrates  differs  from  ionomers  in
which the level of functionalization is about 10% at
most.  On the other  hand,  polymeric  salt  hydrates
differ  from ionized  polymers.  Ionization  is  another
process  just  bearing  ionic  points  in  the  backbone
and its  level  is  generally  around 30% of  the total
repeating  units.  Ionic  clusters  in  the  ionized
polymers do not accommodate hydration water. In
this  work,  it  is  aimed  to  reach  as  high  weight
percentages of hydration in salt clusters as possible.
The weight percentage of the clusters determinate
the amount  of  energy  stored and released  during
heating  and  cooling  respectively.  In  this  study,
sulfonation  and  sodium  hydroxide  (NaOH)
neutralization  were  chosen  to  form polymeric  salt
hydrates  for  the  aim  of  producing  polymers  with
sodium  neutralized  sulfated  group  with  hydrated
water. When hydrated salt property is imparted to a
polymeric  backbone  the  new  material  will  be  a
shape stabilized polymeric salt hydrate resulting in
solution  shaping  property.  In  addition,  they  may
have some potential for other possible applications.
For example, they could be used as matrix for salt
hydrates  to  produce  compatible  blends  and
composites for TES applications.

As polymeric salt hydrates, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),
poly(ethylene-co-acrylic  acid)  (PEAA)  and
polystyrene (PS) which can be processed in solution
or  in  melt  were  chosen  as  polymeric  precursor

materials.  They  are  sulfated  according  to  the
procedures  similar  to  literature  (18-21)  and
neutralized  using  NaOH  solution.  Sulfur  trioxide
complexes  with  amines  such  as  pyridinium  and
triethylamine  have  been  used  extensively  for  the
synthesis  of  sulfate  esters  of  alcohols  as  well  as
other  organic  transformations  (19).  Polymeric
sulfated  PVA  (SPVA)  and  sodium-neutralized  SPVA
(Na-SPVA),  sulfated  PEAA  (SPEAA)  and  sodium-
neutralized  SPEAA  (Na-SPEAA),  and  sulfated  PS
(SPS)  and  sodium-neutralized  SPS  (Na-SPS)  were
characterized by Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy by comparison to precursor polymers.
The TES property  and physical  properties of  them
were tested to reveal applicability. The changes in
physical properties can be accepted as the evidence
of  the  synthesis  and  therefore  surface  contact
angles were determined. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials 
Polyvinyl  alcohol  (Sigma  Aldrich,  Mw=124,000
g/mol), Poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid) (Sigma Aldrich,
acrylic  acid  5 wt%),  polystyrene  (Sigma  Aldrich,
Mw=192,000  g/mol),  Sulfur  trioxide  (Aldrich),
triethylamine  (Merck),  PVA (Fluka),  PEAA (Aldrich),
PS (Aldrich), toluene (Carlo Erba), isopropyl alcohol
(Carlo  Erba),  dimethylformamide  (DMF,  Merck),
NaOH (Sigma Aldrich), sulfuric acid (Sigma Aldrich),
acetic anhydride (Sigma Aldrich), 1,2-dichloroethane
(Merck) were all used as received. 

Methods
Synthesis of SPVA and Na-SPVA Polymers
For  the  sulfonation  and  neutralization,  common
procedures as depicted in Figure 1 were used. For
sulfonation,  10  g  of  sulfur  trioxide-triethylamine
complex was added to a solution of 10 g PVA in 150
mL of  anhydrous  DMF  in  a  round  bottomed  flask
equipped  with  a  condenser.  The  mixtures  were
stirred at 50  °C for 48 h.  The SPVA was obtained
after  evaporation  of  the  solvent  under  vacuum,
washing the polymer with triethylamine (15 mL) and
drying  under  vacuum  to  constant  weight.
Neutralization was done by using saturated solution
of  NaOH.  87.6%  of  OH  groups  of  the  PVA  were
sulfonated and sodium neutralized according to the
calculations. 

Figure 1. Synthetic scheme of SPVA and Na-SPVA polymer.

Synthesis of the SPEAA and Na-SPEAA Polymers
PEAA was also sulfated using the same procedure
with PVA. The only difference is that 10 g of sulfur
trioxide-triethylamine  complex  was  added  to  a
solution  of  10 g PEAA in 150 mL of  solvent  (85%
toluene-15% isopropyl alcohol) in a round-bottomed
flask  with  a  condenser.  Rigorous  stirring  was

performed at 50 ℃ for 48 h. The SPEAA was washed
with triethylamine (15 mL) and vacuum-dried. Then,
neutralization  was  conducted  in  85% toluene-15%
isopropyl alcohol mixture using NaOH solution. The
outline of  the synthesis  was depicted  in Figure 2.
84.3% of -CO2H groups of the PEAA was sulfonated
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and  sodium-  neutralized  according  to  the calculations.

Figure 2. Synthetic scheme of SPEAA and Na-SPEAA polymers.

Synthesis of the SPS and Na-SPS polymers
1.33 mL of H2SO4 and 2.358 mL of acetic anhydride
were added to solution of 10 g  of  PS in 125 mL of
dichloroethane  and  this  mixture  was  rigorously
stirred for 1 h. And then the mixture was  dropwise
added to 2 L boiling water. The SPS was obtained

after evaporation of the solvent under vacuum. Then
the SPS was neutralized with a saturated solution of
NaOH. Figure 3 shows the synthetic scheme of SPS
and Na-SPS (21). 14.7% of phenyl groups of the PS
was sulfonated and sodium-neutralized according to
the calculations.

Figure 3. Synthetic scheme of SPS and Na-SPS polymers.

Determination  of  degree  of  sulfonation  and  metal
neutralization
The resultant solution from the sulfonation process
is  stirred for 2 h at 50 °C. Then it is transferred to
deionized  water.  The  sulfonated  polymers  are
precipitated, filtered, and dried at room temperature
as  the  solution  obtained  from filtration  is  used  to
determine  the  degree  of  sulfonation.  Sulfonated
polymer samples in a mixture of toluene/methanol
(1/9  v/v)  solution,  with  phenolphthalein  indicator,
are  titrated  with  0.02  M NaOH  solution.  NaOH
solution  is  standardized  with  primary  standard
potassium hydrogen phthalate according to ASTM E
200–91 (22,23). Due to weak acid and strong base
reaction, sulfonated polymers are accepted as fully
neutralized.

Characterization
TES  systems  should  have  phase-separated  salt
hydrate crystal domains in the matrix of the polymer
since the enthalpy is born as a result of the water
uptake  or  release  from  the  packed  crystalline
structure. In polymeric salt hydrates ionic crystalline
clusters were intentionally distributed in the polymer
matrix  with  water  in  the  cage  of  the  crystalline
parts, so that the water would be released from the
packed system to the same volume.

PVA, PEAA, and PS with hydrophilic, amphiphilic and
hydrophobic  characters  were  chosen  as  precursor
molecules,  respectively.  Hydrophobicity  would  be
effective in  the structure of  clusters  distributed  in
the matrix. Water was expected to come from the
hydrophilic  parts  to the clusters  when needed.  To
maintain homogeneity, the polymers are formed in
solution  by  mechanical  mixing.  Thermophysical
characteristics  of prepared polymeric salt hydrates
have  been  investigated  by  a  differential  scanning
calorimeter  (DSC)  instrument  (Netzsch-DSC  214
Polyma).  Total  enthalpy  of  the  materials  was
calculated according to our previous studies (24,25).
Besides DSC is also used for Cp measurement of Na-
SPVA, Na-SPEAA and Na-SPS. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FTIR  Spectroscopy  Analysis  of  Sulfonation
Processes
Figure 4 shows FTIR spectra of PVA and its sulfated
derivative (the left picture in the first row), PEAA and
its sulfated derivative (the right picture in the first
row), and PS and its sulfated derivative (the picture
in the second row). Pristine polymers are used for
comparison to sulfated derivatives. 
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Figure 4. FTIR spectra of the pristine polymers and their sulfated derivatives.

C-H bending peaks of PVA were observed at 1646
and 1742 cm-1 as stretching peaks were observed at
around  2853  and  2922  cm-1 in  the  spectrum.
Besides,  hydrogen bonding peaks  due to  hydroxyl
groups  interactions  were  broad  and  observed
between  3048  and  3720  cm-1. Also,  C-H  bending
peaks of SPVA were observed at 1610 and 1697 cm-1

as stretching peaks were observed at around 2675
and 2732 cm-1. Moreover, hydrogen bonding peaks
placed between 3166 and 3635 cm-1.  These shifts
were  accepted  as  evidence  of  the  change  in  the
structure. In addition, the peak at around 2976 cm-1

was due to C-H stretching peaks as -OSO3 stretching
peak at 986 cm-1 were only observed in the SPVA.

C-H stretching peaks of PEAA were observed at 2851
and  2917  cm-1 as  hydrogen  bonding  peaks  were
observed  at  3087  and  3697  cm-1.  In  addition,
carboxyl stretching peaks were present at 1750 cm-

1.  Additionally,  SPEAA  FTIR  spectrum  showed  C-H
stretching peaks at 2851 cm-1 and 2920 cm-1. On the
other hand, hydrogen bonding peaks were observed
at  3254  and  3693  cm-1 after  sulfonation.  SPEAA
polymer  resulted  in  954,  1054  and  3036  cm-1

stretching peaks for -OSO3 groups. 

C-H stretching peaks of aromatic PS arose at 2993-
3112  cm-1  as  aliphatic  C-H  stretching  peaks  were
observed  at  2833  and  2972 cm-1 in  PS spectrum.
SPS spectrum showed some differences in aromatic
C-H stretching that were at 3028 cm-1 and 3063 cm-1

and  aliphatic  C-H  stretching  that  were  2851  and
2920 cm-1.  Besides,  SPS showed a broad peak for
hydrogen bonding at between 3227 and 3728 cm-1.
Furthermore,  SPS  spectrum  showed  some  extra
peaks  at  1152,  1186,  and  3157  cm-1 in  shoulder
form for -SO3H groups.

Thermophysical  and  TES  characteristics  of
sodium neutralized sulfated polymers 
Figure 5 represents DSC thermograms of  Na-SPVA,
Na-SPEAA,  and  Na-SPS.  According  to  the  graphs,
reversible  phase  changes  of  Na-SPVA  and  Na-SPS
were  clear  as  Na-SPEAA  did  not  show any  phase
transition.  If  the  phase  change  temperatures  and
enthalpies  were  compared  to  the  best-known
sodium  sulfonate  material,  Glauber  salt,  the
temperatures were found  as  much lower. It can be
explained by the extended morphology of sodium-
neutralized  sulfated clusters.  Also,  it  is  interesting
that  the  enthalpy  of  phase  changes  for  both  Na-
SPVA and NaSPS were considerable during heating
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and  cooling  (Table  1).  Because  that  the  DSC was
operated  twice  for  each  sample  and  almost
completely same results were found in both run, i.e.
reversibility was proven for the sodium neutralized

sulfated  species.  The  data  from  the  graphs  were
tabulated  in  Table  1.  It  was  another  important
remark for  the  results  that  the overcooling  in  the
polymers was reasonable.

Figure 5. DSC Thermograms of sodium neutralized sulfated polymers.

Table 1. Summary of DSC data for Na-SPVA, Na-SPEAA, and Na-SPS samples phase transitions.
Materials Periods Onset Temperature (°C) Peak Temperature (°C) Enthalpy (J/g)
Na-SPVA Heating -14.0 2.2 293.7

Cooling -33.0 -34.0 241.5
Na-SPS Heating -1.2 1.7 239.9

Cooling -16.0 -17.0 211.6
Na-SPEAA Heating - - -

Cooling - - -

The reason why sulfonated and sodium-neutralized
sulfonated poly(ethylene-co-acrylic  acid) copolymer
does  not  show  phase  transition  behavior  is  that
acrylic  acid  component  is  present  in  polymer
structure at 5%. This low rate could not form ionic
clusters  when  sulfonated  and  neutralized  with

sodium. For this reason, it could not contain water
and could not release it at a certain temperature.

Cp  versus  temperature  relationships  for  Na-SPVA,
Na-SPEAA, and Na-SPS were shown in Figure 6. As
expected the Cp around the phase change abruptly
increased (theoretically infinite). 
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Figure 6. Cp versus temperature relationships for Na-SPVA, Na-SPEAA, and Na-SPS samples

Figure  7  shows  total  enthalpy  curves  upon
temperature increase for Na-SPS. According to the
curves 1278 J/g energy was stored between -60 °C
and 60 °C as  a  total  of  latent  and sensible  heat.
Most of this energy is latent-based.

Total enthalpy curves have been studied in two runs
in order to prove reversibility. Reversibility is one of
the main problems of salt hydrate systems. It is well
known  that  active  thermal  storage  systems  using
salt hydrates showed irreversible working. The curve
for both runs resulted in the same formation proving
reversibility.  Fortunately,  the  phase  transition
temperature  was  very  low  for  Na-SPVA  and

therefore  it  probably  resulted  in  the  continuous
presence of the water in the clusters when released.

The  curves  for  Na-SPEAA  showed  no  phase
transitions  and  total  enthalpy  stored  was  due  to
sensible  heat  storage  capability.  According  to  the
graph, Na-SPEAA polymer stored 14 J/g of thermal
energy between -60 °C and 40 °C reversibly.  

At last, Na-SPS polymer stored and released 537 J/g
of energy as sensible and latent heat between -60
°C and 40 °C reversibly. Majority of this heat is due
to  phase  changing.  The  two runs  repeated  the
curves and proved reversibility.
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Figure 7. Total enthalpy curves for Na-SPVA, Na-SPEAA, and Na-SPS for 2 runs.

Surface  character  of  the  SPVA,  SPEAA,  and
SPS polymers
Chemical  changes  performed  on  pure  polymers
were  expected  to  result  in  a  change  in
hydrophobicity  compared  to  the  pristine  polymers
used, as sulfated materials are highly hygroscopic.
Sulfuric  acid  itself  was  one  of  the  best  moisture
absorbent  materials  and  sulfonation  induces
modified  polymers  hydrophilicity.  Contact  angle
measurement  is  the  best  way  to  determine  the
change in hydrophilic property. Figure 8 shows the

photographs of  the water droplets  on the polymer
samples,  while  Table  2  shows  the  contact  angle
values (right side, left side and mean).

According  to  contact  angle  measurements  it  was
found that sulfonation had always increased surface
wettability.  The  least  effected  one  was  the  most
hydrophobic one, PS. 
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Figure 8. Contact angles of pristine polymers and SPVA, SPEAA, and SPS.

Table 2. Contact angles of the pristine polymers and Na-SPVA, Na-SPEAA, and Na-SPS
with water (from both left and right sides)

Material Contact 
angle (left)

contact 
angle (right)

contact angle
(mean)

PVA 56.19 56.44 54.32
SPVA 27.27 27.37 27.32
PEAA 78.09 77.51 77.80
SPEAA 22.25 21.79 22.02
PS 91.17 91.81 91.49
SPS 88.20 88.94 88.57

CONCLUSIONS 

Some newly defined polymeric  salt  hydrates  have
been produced and tested for their thermal energy
storage characteristics  for the first time. The work
was  inspired  from  the  polymeric  electrolytic
batteries. The ionic clusters were operated for water
packing and serving as hydrated salt for TES instead
of electronic conduction. To start with the sulfonated
polymeric salt hydrates at least  the phase change
ability  was  achieved.  Although   they  were  not  as
effective as the inspiration sources,  they could be
developed  to  reach  better  performance
characteristics in the following studies. 

PVA,  PEAA,  and  PS  were  chosen  as  polymeric
compounds  with  decreasing  hydrophobicity
character. However, PVA and PS were converted to
sulfated species trapping water in the ionic clusters
as  PEAA was  somehow different  and  not  trapping
water in the structure. Therefore, it was to say that
PEAA was not a suitable material for TES operations
as the other polymeric salt hydrates. The resultant
of sulfonation in Na-SPEAA was somehow different
compound than a sulfated species and neutralized
version  was  also  something else  than  a  sulfonate
with water to be used as an energy storage source.
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Enthalpies  of  the  Na-SPVA  and  Na-SPS  were  very
satisfactory  although the  phase  transition
temperatures  decreased  drastically.  Actually,  the
materials with phase change ability were potential
candidates  for  their  working temperature  in  some
applications.  On  the  other  hand,  probably  the
decrease  could  be  prevented  by  some  further
studies and better  polymeric  salt  hydrates can be
prepared. 
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